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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Interactive Notebook

This style of notebook uses both the right and left hemispheres of the brain to help sort, categorize, and be 
creative with the newly attained knowledge. The right side of the notebook is for writing down information 
given by the teacher (notes, vocabulary, video notes, labs, and so on). The left side is for documenting your 
understanding of the information (brainstorming, reflections, drawings, figures, and so on).

What Are These Notebooks?
 § A tool that allows you to be creative, independent thinkers and writers

 § An organizer for questions, what was learned, summaries, and so on

 § A tool for processing what was learned through various modalities (writing, drawing, webbing, 
discussion, and so on) and critical thinking activities

 § A place to make learning a rough draft and highly engaging

 § A formative assessment tool for teachers to see where you are with the standards

What Supplies Do You Need?
 § Colored pencils (no markers)

 § Pens and pencils

 § Glue stick

 § Three-ring binder or notebook

How Do You Organize the Notebook?
Decorate the cover page with the unit topic, your name, subject area, and dates of use. Include a table of 
contents explaining the pages where the content is located (number all pages after the table of contents). 
The end of the notebook should include the following sections so you have these ideas for processing al-
ways within your notebook.

What Do You Do on the Right Side?
Content being learned goes on the right side of the notebook, including information from teachers, books, 
computers, articles, and so on. Use pencil. Following is a list of the type of information to include on the 
right side.

 § Title or heading of the topic

 § Glued or stapled complex texts

 § Date of the notes being taken

 § Source the content comes from (science book, website, video, and so on)

 § Information written down as it is given in class

 § Notes from books, videos, readings, the Internet, and so on
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 § Cornell Notes

 § Special notes from teacher—use cloze note-taking to fill in blanks during the minilesson

 § Vocabulary words and their definitions

 § Notes about labs, lab instructions, procedures, and materials

 § Teacher questions

 § Sample math problems

What Do You Do on the Left Side?
Student thinking about and understanding of the information from the right side is then documented on the 
left side of the notebook. This is the processing side—it shows what is going on in your brain after learning 
what is documented on the right. Left-side pages are a place to interact with content from the right side in 
creative, unique, and individual ways. Use colored pencils and regular pencil. Color enhances memory.

Following is a list of the type of information to include on the left side.

 § Brainstorming ideas, webs, concept maps, and mindmaps

 § Illustrations, pictures, or images from the Internet glued (glue sticks only since bottled glue soaks 
through the paper; students will be gluing many templates into the notebook)

 § Venn diagrams or H diagrams

 § Other graphic organizers

 § Data and graphs from labs

 § Diagrams, charts, tables, or flowcharts that you create

 § Answers to questions from the right side of the notebook

 § Questions that your peers generate and then answer

 § Simile summaries

 § Quick writes

 § Poetry, raps, songs, creative writing, and acrostic poems

 § Writing prompts

 § Observations of demonstrations

 § Comic strip

 § Hypothesis development

 § Survey, Question, Read, Write, Recite, and Review (SQ4R) and other reading responses

 § Summaries with one sentence or phrase

 § Small-group activity responses
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What If You Need Help With the Left Side?
This section contains various ways to help you jumpstart your processing.

Sentence Stems to Get You Started
 § A summary of what I learned is        .

 § The most important things to understand about         are        .

 § This concept is related to         because        .

 § Remember to         when solving this math problem        .

 § The main idea of         is        .

 § The word         means        .

 § One event from my reading to elaborate on is        .

 § An illustration of what I learned or visualized while reading looks like        .

 § A way to solve         is        .

 § An example of how one event from the reading supports our theme of     is    .

 § I’m beginning to wonder         now that I have learned        .

 § Some examples of         are        .

 § In my opinion,        .

 § I believe         is beneficial/harmful/dangerous because        .

 § I think         is necessary/unimportant because        .

 § I feel         is important because        .

 § I used to feel/believe      , but now I feel/believe       because      .

 § Here is a possible way to solve the following problem:        .

 § Some details that I learned today are        .

 § Some questions that should help me understand         better are        .

 § I made a personal connection with         because        .

Ten Prompts for the Left Side
 1. What was I curious about in today’s learning? What would I like to test/do next?

 2. What was the main idea and important details to support it?

 3. What do I need to understand better?

 4. What can I create to help me remember what I just learned?

 5.  How can I improve my home, school, community, country, or world after learning  
this information?

 6.  Create a “What If?” question and answer it.

 7. Write a letter to a friend or younger student explaining what you learned.
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 8. Create a simile, metaphor, or analogy about what you learned.

 9. Write problems about the topic and solve them.

 10. How did this information personally connect with you?

Just-Right Questions
Generate a question from the following choices and then answer the question on the left side of your note-
book. Take one word from the Choice A column and combine it with one word from the Choice B column 
to form the perfect question stem.

CHOICE A CHOICE B

Who

What

Where

When

Why

Is

Did

Can

Would

Will

Ways to Process Vocabulary Words
 § Give an example of the word.

 § Give a nonexample of the word.

 § Create a question about the word.

 § Create a simile or metaphor using the word.

 § Use the word in a different way from the original text.

 § Give synonyms for the word.

 § Give antonyms for the word.

 § Create a short story with classmates using the word.

 § Draw a quick picture or symbol of the word.

 § Explain how the word relates to your life.

 § Give additional information or more facts about the word.

 § Paraphrase what the word means.

 § Create a different sentence for the word.

 § Explain how this word relates to the world currently.
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How Do You Use This Notebook to Study?
 1.  Review your notes every night, and summarize your learning on the left side.

 2.  Teach the content to your family.

 3.  Mindmap the whole unit before the test to see the connections and the bigger pictures.

 4.  Document all of the vocabulary words by placing them on index cards. Quiz yourself.

 5.  Create a test using the information in your Interactive Notebook.

 6.  After the test, staple it to the right side and then, on the left side, reflect on why you missed certain 
questions. Use this format: list the question number, write the correct answer, redo or resolve, and 
explain why you missed it.

 7.  Highlight the most important information or information that you still don’t know well with a yellow 
crayon, pencil, or small sticky notes.

 8.  Create questions using the content from the right side. Write these questions on index cards and 
then write the answer on the opposite side. Test yourself!

Parent-Student Communication Log
Dear parents,

This page will allow your child to learn content for the long term. When one person teaches another, the 
information has another opportunity to be rehearsed and more strongly connected to other content. In other 
words, the student who teaches content learns it better! Let your child teach you what he or she learned.

Once a week, have your child explain the most valuable information he or she learned from this Interactive 
Notebook. Please make sure he or she elaborates and doesn’t just list facts. The more questions you ask, 
the more your child will learn. Then fill out the following chart.

DATE WHAT PARENT LEARNED PARENT SIGNATURE
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